
Albert Eins~ein speaks 
Albert Einstein is uqdoubtedly the greatest 

scientific genius of modern times. His dis· 
covery of the theory of relativity and his work 
on the release of iatomic energy have brought 
him world-wide tame. He has received the 
Copley Medal in England and the Nobel Prize 
In physics in Sweden. But his place In his· 
tory has been assured not only by his scientific 
brilliance but by his passion for social justice, 
his defense of minority groups, his promotion 
of human brotherhood, and his zeal in advanc
Ing the cause of international peace and world 
government. 

Einstein was born on March 14, 1879 in Ulm, 
Germany. Within a year his family moved to 
Munich, and later to Milan, Italy. As a child 
he was sensitive, shy, withdrawn. He enjoyed 
art and music, read a great deal, and was 
fascinated by mathematical problems. Most 
of his early school experiences failed to stimu
late him, but he eventually completed his edu
cation in Aarau, Switzerland, and at the Federal 
Polytechnic School in Zurich. 

Anti-Jewish prejudice prevented him from 
obtaining a teaching post, so his early work 
was in the patent office in Bern. While there 
his first paper on relativity was published 
in 1905. Soon he was offered a professorship 
at the University of Zurich. Later he taught 
at the University of Prague, at the Federal 
Polytechnic School in Zurich, and at the Prus
sian Academy of Science in Berlin. From 
1933 until he retired, he did his research at 
the Institute of Advanced Studies at Princeton. 

He was born a German but became a Swiss 
citizen by choice. After his flight from Hitler 
Germany, he became a citizen of the United 
States. In a broader sense he has long been 
a citizen of the world community. 
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ON THE ORISIS OF OUR TIMES ••• 

"Perfections of means and confusion of goals 
seem-in my opinion-to characterize our age." 

"It (the crisis of our times) concerns the 
relationship of the individual to society. The 
individual has become more conscious than 
ever of his dependence upon society. But he 
does not experience this dependence as a posi· 
tive asset, as an organic tie, but rather as a 
threat to his natural rights, or even to his 
economic existence. Moreover, his position in 
society is such that the egotistical drives of 
his make-up are constantly being accentuated, 
while his social drives, which are by nature 
weaker, progressively deteriorate. All human 
beings, whatever their position in society, are 
suffering from this process of deterioration. 
Unknowingly prisoners of their egotism, they 
feel insecure, lonely, deprived of the naive, 
simple, and unsophisticated enjoyment of life." 

ON THE AIM OF LIFE .•. 

"Man can find meaning in life, short and 
perilous as it is, only through devoting him
self to society." 

" ... the high destiny of the individual is 
to serve rather than to rule or to impose 
himself in any other way." 

"Our Jewish forbears, the prophets, and the 
old Chinese sages understood and proclaimed 
that the most important factor in giving shape 
to our human existence is the setting up and 
establishment of a goal; the goal being a 
community of free and happy human beings 
who by constant inward endeavor strive to 
liberate themselves from the Inheritance of 
anti-social and destructive instincts. 



ON IDS PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE ••• 

" ... it is plain that we exist for our fellow 
men-in the first place for those upon whose 
smiles and welfare all our happiness depends, 
and next for all those unknown to us per
sonally but to whose destinies we are bound 
by the tie of sympathy." 

"The individual is what he is and has the 
significance that he has not so much in virtue 
of his individuality, but rather as a member 
of a great human society, which directs his 
material and spiritual existence from the cradle 
to the grave." 

"I am firmly convinced that the passionate 
will for justice and truth has done more to 
improve man's condition than calculating po
litical shrewdness which in the long run breeds 
general distrust. Who can doubt that Moses 
was a better leader of humanity than Machia
velli?" 

"The most beautiful thing we can exper
ience is the mysterious. It is the source of 
all true art and science. He to whom this 
emotion is a stranger, who can no longer pause 
to wonder and stand rapt in awe, is as good 
as dead; his eyes are closed." 

ON FREEDOM ••• 

"All religions, arts, and sciences are branches 
of the same tree. All these aspirations are 
directed toward ennobling man's life, lifting it 
from the sphere of mere physical existence 
and leading the individual toward freedom." 

"As long as I have any choice, I will only 
stay in a country where political liberty, tolera
tion, and equality of all citizens before the 
law are the rule. Political liberty implies 
liberty to express one's political opinions orally 
and in writing, and a tolerant respect for any 
and every individual opinion." 
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ON SCIENCE •.• 
"Science is the century-old endeavor to bring 

together by means of systematic thought the 
perceptible phenomena of this world into as 
thorough-going an association as possible. To 
put it boldly, it is the attempt at the posterior 
reconstruction of existence by the process of 
conceptualization." 

" . . . the grand aim of all science . . . is 
to cover the greatest possible number of em
pirical facts by logical deduction from the 
smallest possible number of hypotheses or 
axioms." 

"There are two ways in which science affects 
human affairs. The first is familiar to every
one: Directly, and to an even greater extent 
indirectly, science produces aids that have 
completely transformed human existence. The 
second way is educational in character-it 
works on the mind. Although it may appear 
less obvious to cursory examination, it is no 
less incisive than the first." 

"The super-national character of scientific 
concepts and scientific language is due to the 
fact that they have been set up by the best 
brains of all countries and all times. In soli
tude and yet in cooperative effort as regards 
the final effect they created the spiritual tools 
for the technical revolutions which have trans
formed the life of mankind in the last cen
turies." 

ON SOIENCE AND RELIGION 
"Intelligence makes clear to us the inter

relation of means and ends. But mere thinking 
cannot give us a sense of the ultimate and 
fundamental ends. To make clear these funda
mental ends and valuations and to set them 
fast in the emotional life of the individual 
seems to me precisely the most important 
function which religion bas to perform in the 
social life of man." 



ON EDUCATION ••• 

"The continuance and health of human so
ciety is therefore in a still higher degree 
dependent (now) on the school than formerly." 

" ... a community of standardized individ
uals without personal originality and personal 
aims would be a poor community, without 
possibilities for development. On the con
trary, the aim must be the training of inde
pendently acting and thinking individuals, who, 
however, see in the service of the community 
their highest life problem." 

"To me the worst thing seems to be for a 
school principally to work with methods of 
fear, force, and artificial authority. Such 
treatment destroys the sound sentiments, the 
sincerity, and the self-confidence of the pupil. 
It produces the submissive subject.'' 

" . . . one should be guard against preaching 
to the young man success in the customary 
sense as the aim of life. For a successful man 
is he who receives a great deal from his fellow
men, usually incomparably more than corre
sponds to his service to them. The value of a 
man, however, should be seen in what he gives 
and not in what he is able to receive.'' 

"The school should always have as its aim 
that the young man leave it as a harmonious 
personality, not as a specialist. This in my 
opinion is true in a certain sense even for 
technical schools. . . . The development of 
general ability for independent thinking and 
judgment should always be placed foremost, 
not the acquisition of special knowledge. If 
a person masters the fundamentals of his sub
ject and has learned to think and work inde
pendently, he will surely find his way and 
besides will better be able to adapt himself 
to progress and changes than the person whose 
training principally consists in the acquiring 
of detailed knowledge.'' 
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ON HUMAN RELATIONS ••• 

"I 3IIll convinced that lett alone, people would 
not hate each other. It they were not stirred 
into hating each other, they would live amicably 
together." 

" ... with our growing self-consciousness and 
increasing intelligence we must begin to con
trol tradition and assume a critical attitude 
toward it, if human relations are ever to 
change for the better. We must try to recog
nize what in our accepted tradition is damag
ing to our fate and dignity-and shape our 
lives accordingly. 

" ... we must not only tolerate differences 
between individuals and between groups, but 
we should indeed welcome them and look upon 
them as an enriching of our existence. That 
is the essence of all true tolerance; without 
tolerance in this widest sense there can be 
no question of true morality." 

ON NEGROES ••• 

"In the United States everyone feels as
sured of his worth as an individual. No one 
humbles himself before another person or class. 
Even the great difference in wealth, the su
perior power of a few, cannot undermine this 
healthy self-confidence and natural respect for 
the dignity of one's fellow-man. There is, 
however, a somber point in the social outlook 
of Americans. Their sense of equality and 
human dignity is mainly limited to men of 
white skins. Even among these there are 
prejudices of which I as a J~ am clearly 
conscious; but they are unimportant in com
parison with the attitude of the 'Whites' to
ward their fellow-citizens of darker complexion, 
particularly toward Negroes. The more I feel 
an American, the more this situation pains 
me. I can escape the feeling of complicity in 
it only by speaking out." 
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ON THE JEWS ... 

"The crimes with which the Jews have been 
charged in the course of history-crimes which 
were to justify the atrocities perpetrated 
against them-have changed in rapid succes
sion. . . . Almost beyond imagination were 
the charges 'brought against them, charges 
known to their instigators to be untrue all the 
while, but which time and again influenced 
the masses. In times of unrest and turmoil 
the masses are inclined to hatred and cruelty, 
whereas in times of peace these traits of 
human nature emerge but stealthily." 

"The bond that has united the Jews for 
thousands of years and that unites them today 
is, above all, the democratic ideal o:f social 
justice, coupled with the ideal of mutual aid 
and tolerance among all men. Even the most 
ancient religious scriptures o:f the Jews were 
steeped in these social ideals, which have 
powerfully affected Christianity and Moham
medanism and have had a benign influence 
upon the social structure of a great part of 
mankind." . . . The second characteristic trait 
of Jewish tradition is the high regard in 
which it holds every form of intellectual as
piration and spiritual effort. I am convinced 
that this great respect for intellectual striving 
is solely responsible for the contributions that 
the Jews have made toward the progress of 
knowledge. . . . In view of their relatively 
small number and the considerable external 
obstacles constantly placed in their way on all 
sides, the extent of those contributions deserves 
the admiration of all sincere men." 

"The unparalleled persecutione which the 
Jewish people have suffered, particularly dur
ing the last decades, have produced a kind of 
nationalism that ought to be curbed if only 
to permit a friendly and fruitful co-existence 
with the Arabs." 
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ON WORLD·MINDEDNESS AND 
WORLD GOVERNMENT ••• 

"The interests of each country must be sub
ordinated to the interests of the wider com
munity." 

"If ... every citizen realizes that the only 
guarantee for security and peace in this atomic 
age is the constant development of a super
national government, then be will do every
thing in his power to strengthen the United 
Nations. It seems to me that every reasonable 
and respectable citizen must know where his 
choice lies." 

"Do I fear the tyranny of a world govern
ment? Of course I do. But I fear still more 
the coming of another war or wars. Any gov
ernment is certain to be evil to some extent. 
But a world government is preferable to the 
far greater evil of wars, particularly with their 
intensified destructiveness. If such a world 
government is not established by the process 
of agreement, I believe it will come anyway, 
and in a much more dangerous form. For war 
or wars will end in one power being supreme 
and dominating the rest of the world by Its 
overwhelming military strength." 
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